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INTRODUCTION

Friend and fellow Red Poet Mike Church would appreciate the stats (he juggles
many poems including such numbers): 1 million houses empty in Britain and 4
million on the waiting-list for social housing.
That's four people per squat, give or take a fair bit of cross-country hiking. With

unemployment surpassing the very worst of Thatcher days, when will our
Recession be acknowledged a Depression?

In posh suburbia, it's still a 'downturn', but in my town of Merthyr Tudful
Boomtime merely meant a move up the hill, or the building of a large retail park
in an area once dominated by tips. In a place where unemployment has always
been a dustbowl shadow over the town (dark as the opencast of Ffos-y-fran), the
closure of Hoovers and a decimated high street means capitalism could kill off
the town.

So how do poets respond to the total moral and ideological bankruptcy of most
politicians who let the financial sector operate unfettered and helped create a
whole society based on the so-called values of property? With ever stronger
invective and satire, or with an empathy for individuals and places as they under-
go such suffering?

Presumably, all the poets in this magazine do believe (though at times, like
me, with scepticism) that poetry can indeed change some people's consciousness.
It has certainly altered mine considerably over the years, giving precious journeys
of discovery.
I once heard the late, great leftwing poet Adrian Mitchell reading his very mov-

ing poem 'Victor Jara of Chile' in the old Oriel bookshop. Some years later, I
encountered Dick Gaughan's poignant song version of it and from there managed
to get hold of Jara's album 'Manifiesto', where I heard Mitchell reciting Jara's
own poem in homage to those who died alongside him in the Estadio Chile.

Like the work of Jara and Mitchell, I hope this poetry can provoke, encourage,
mock and protest, providing perhaps not answers, but certainly questions to raise
about these oh-so-troubled times.

Mike Jenkins
This issue is dedicated to the memory of long·standing Red Poet Letitia Anne Rhys
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FROM PORT ELIZABETH
TO PONTY

your granddaddy whipped black men
with rubber hosesacross their feet
extracting state secrets
to keep his baby safe
upon the rainbow street

now your apple-green eyes
interrogate me in this new town
where we replace petrol-soaked throats
with meanwhiles and maybes
and your soft eiderdown

Dave Lewis
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THE YARD

Guffaws explode
From ribald groups
But most go
Alone or paired:
Hunched shoulders.
Pocketed fists.
Shuffling feet.
On glittering frost,
The staccato hit
Of bullets of spit.

Exhaled wheeze.
Slow blossoming shrouds
Of smoke seep,
Rise, freeze,
Then streak
On slicing wind:
Desperate drags
On prison fags.

Under Wilde's
Blue tent
The jail dogs
Idly chase their tails.
With dulled sense
And shaven skulls
They sniff the air
And with grim envy stare
At passing gulls.

Jem Langworthy
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THE CONQUEROR
A charcoal sketch portrait by E Kennington of a First World War Scottish soldier lighting a cig -
arette, entitled 'The Conqueror', hangs in Talbot House, Poperinghe, near Ypres in Belgium.

A tam o'shanter pulled
low over his brow -
brown hair bristles
at his temples,
now tight, neat, short.
A young face drawn,
lean, worn,
and tight to the bone.

His back
to the wall,
cigarette to his lips,
he cups the hissing
match to its tip.
Draws a long
inflating breath
from his puttees
to his pack.

Mocking death
he shuts his eyes.

His eye-brows rise
and blue smoke plumes
from his mouth.

His unwatched hands
fumble at
a buttoned pouch.

Those hands -

that held the gun
which carried the blade
that split the ribs
of a scared young boy
in field-grey -
whose freezing hands pressed
to staunch the blood

which soiled the cloth,
silenced the mouth,

then fed the mud.

The Conqueror's hands
smell of gun grease,
cigarettes
and
sweat.

The ash lengthens.
He's begun to forget. Jem Longworthy
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THE LAST OF THE
ROMANI WELSH
In the early 1900s,John Samsondiscovered that a family in Walesstill spoke the 'deep' or
inflected Romani that had died out among the rest of the gypsy groups in Europe.

Under dripping trees, wild from the mountains,
The horses shelter. There is nothing for them here.

A dog noses the earth, scenting the old fireside.
Ashesdissolve into clay.

No history, no book, yet you were a people.
Fleeing hot India, Mohammed at your back, you spoke of
Kuro, Xanro, Busht - horse, sword, spear. You ran

Straight into the arms of rainy Europe: you were
'A people only fit for slavery'; 'Lives unworthy of life';
Unregistered, annihilated, you called it
'0 Porrajmos', the Gypsy Holocaust. No·one has ever offered
Compensation for what you lost.

No leaders, no lawyers, no poets; you passed
Like the wind on the lake, leaving no trace,
Eating hedgehogs in October, bilberries in July,
Poaching salmon in November;
Starving in February, Y mis bach duo

Your horses paced the lanes, your daughters
Leaped over broomsticks to be wed; made love in daylight,
Staring straight into their husbands' eyes;

Eyesas dark as night, my brothers,
As though cut in diamonds, their voices borne from the stars.

And your deepest tongue was cherished in Wales,
Shouted at fairgrounds, chanted round fires
Till it became no more than a family code;

A generation later, it was dead.

Now in this blank, flat field, silence
Whispers to us through the trees.
The horses shake their ears,

The rain continues.

Jackie Cornwall
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SHOES BLUES
o Lord I'm so bruised
cast down and abused
downtrodden, degraded,
all hopes faded,
flat on the floor,
no will any more,

I'm like shoes,
worn-out shoes,
shoes once new and smart
now falling apart,
so worn they're no use,
just old shoes, shoes - but whose?

That's no mystery -
we all belong to Mister History,
also known as Big Guy God
who makes his shoes from human souls
and wears them down to threads and holes,

For he's a treading, tramping, yornpfhg, stomping
son of a swine from way back there,
He lives on war and pestilence
with famine for starters and death for afters,
Dirty hands he doesn't mind
but he's fussy about his feet
so to keep them smelling sweet
he takes our souls to make stout shoes
that he tramps down till they're all worn out
with a tramp-tramp-tramping here
and a yomp-yomp-yomping there
and a stamp-stamp-stamping everywhen and everywhich and everywhere,

o Lord I'm so bruised,
trodden down and abused,
Will God let us be?
Will we ever be free
from his wars and his famines,
his diseases and all,
with Death ever poised
for Big Guy God's call?

Shall we protest?
Count on it!
Will he listen?
Will he, shit?
If you think there's hope,
believe me - there ain't.
Who ever listened
to an old shoe's complaint?

We're trampled down by History,
bearing the weight of God,
whose only bloody use for us
is to be comfortably shod.

Alun Rees
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RED DYLAN

Dylan Thomas (1914-53)

Socialists in Scotland often complain that the ruling class have robbed Robert Burns of radical
politics and have turned him into a harmless face on a shortbread tin. It was worse in Wales,
for many years Dylan Thomas was a face on beer mat used to sell "Dylan's Ale".
However, there is much in Dylan Thomas's work for left-wingers and socialists of all kinds to

celebrate. He wrote about many of the great issuesof his age, such as unemployment, war and
the danger of atomic weapons.
Dylan was a lifelong socialist and an internationalist and he hated to be seen as just a "Welsh

Poet". He said: "I am sick of all this Celtic claptrap about Wales. My Wales! Land of my
Fathers! As far as I am concerned my fathers can keep it".

However Dylan's view of Wales was far more contradictory than that. In Swanseain 1931,
10,000 people were out of work and 2,000 families were on the means test. He remembered
these awful years in his wartime short film Wales - Green Mountain, Black Mountain, he
wrote:

Remember the procession of the old-young men
From dole queue to corner and back again,
From the pinched, packed streets to the peak of slag
In the bite of the winters with shovel and bag,
With a drooping fag and a turned up collar,
Stamping for the cold at the ill lit corner
Dragging through the squalor with their hearts like lead.
Staring at the hunger and the shut pit-head
Nothing in their pockets, nothing home to eat.
Lagging from the slag heap to the pinched, packed street.
Remember the procession of the old-young men.
It shall never happen again.

Like many other young people of his generation Dylan Thomas looked to the left for answers.
He was for a short time sympathetic to the Communist Party, but he never joined, as he dis-
liked the way CPpoets changed what they wrote to support the latest line coming from
Moscow.When Russiawas attacked by the Nazis during the SecondWorld War, The Communist
Party change overnight from being against the war to supporting it with all their might.
In 1945 an anthology of left-wing verse in praise of "the people's war" was published called
the "New Lyrical Ballads". Dylan had no place in it, as his sort of internationalism was beyond
the pale. The British nationalism in the ballads is shocking for socialists today.
In contrast, the poems Dylan wrote during the war are amoung his very best - "Among Those

Killed in the Dawn Raid was a Man Aged a Hundred", "On a Wedding Anniversary", "A Refusal
to Mourn the Death by Fire, of a Child in London" and "Ceremony After a Fire Raid" are about
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RED DYLAN
the victims of the bombing, but they are not anti-German, only anti-war. In our age of war
without end they are still full of power.
Dylan Thomas's socialism can be most clearly seen in the two screenplays he wrote after the

war. "The Doctor and the Devils" is on the surface a horror story based on the exploits of the
body-snatchers Burke and Hare, who provided the infamous Dr Knox with the bodies for his
research. Dylan used this story to show the class nature of society and how there is one law for
the poor and another for the rich.
"Rebecca's Daughters" is based on the toll gate riots in west Wales in 1843. It is a comedy

with a serious message: governments only bring in reforms when they are "afraid of a revolu-
tion". Sadly both scripts went unfilmed until over thirty years after the poet's death. The best
biographer of Dylan Thomas, Andrew Sinclair, described him as "a romantic socialist". This is
true in the sense he saw no need to belong to a party, this followed from his view that an
artist was an isolated creator.
However, Dylan saw that another way was possible. In 1934, he said: "I take my stand with

any revolutionary body that asserts it to be the right of all men to share, equally and impar-
tially, every production of man from man and from the sources of production at man's disposal,
for only through such an essentially revolutionary body can there be the possibility of a com-
munal art."

Phil Knight
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You ARE WELCOME To
WALES
Wales is lovely. Lovely, LOVELY
The tired tourist will feel at home
As all our shopping centres are
Grey and chrome just like in England
Or the USof A for that matter.

Wales is one big Theme Park
We have the lot, Celts, Romans,
Normans and all kinds of Castles
Mining Museums, but no real mines
Well that makes the grassall the

Greener.

In Wales you can enjoy a ride
On one of our many lovely little
Narrow Gauge Steam Railway lines.
However you will have to come by car
As the bus and train service was cut

A long time ago.

In Wales you can buy all kinds
Of Lovely things; Love Spoons,Welsh Dolls
Toy Sheep, Posters of Waterfalls
And tiny little models of Miners.
There are lots lovely books to buy about
Wales and Welsh Princes and Welsh Poets
And Welsh Communists, who are all
Nice and safely dead.

Youcan round off your visit
With a meal in a brand new authentic
Heritage Restaurant or you can
Drink an ale named after Dylan Thomas
In one of our many lovely Irish Theme Pubs.

So then Come to Wales, while you can
The Rocksand the Seawill last forever
But the rest is going, going, gone.

Phil Knight
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BABYLON DANCE

See them come to Babylon
It's the place to be
For the rocking sons
Of a world of matter unfree.

Gathering at the Universities
Are the paying students who
Hand over to the RomanLords
The fee of gold they desire.

For money is the maker now,
Needed for death machines
And the good Long Barrows of
The soul's midnight hours.

What then of the old professors
Those of the wild youth,
The generation of Spartacus.
What a fall there has been.
They have forgotten their
Own history, so they teach for
Coins and long to sit in hot comfort
In a senate full of lesser men.

Saying pay up or get out of
Babylon, we are pulling
The ladder up, you must pay
The Romanfee or walk in darkness.

Phil Knight
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FACTORY GIRL

I'm 25 and I live with my nan,
Nuisance boyfriend forced the sale of the flat,
It's that, or the van.
Not long after, drunk driving, weren't my fault,
No one hurt, 18 months ban.
Walking now to work.
Factory girl.

Shift on shift, can't afford the sack, working with men,
They're swearing bad, I'm swearing back.
It's that or the tears.
A couple of times, they went too far, weren't my fault.
Lifting boxes, I snapped...
Written warning.
Factory girl.

Thinking, filling boxes, do they treat the same,
Their women at home.
No mam, I've seen them,
being picked up in their cars.
And it's 'see you tonight luv', peck on cheek.
For me another shift another week.

And more abuse for a girl on the factory floor.
It's because I'm working in the factory,
Becausethat's what the factory's for.
And I'm walking to work,
With a written warning.
I'm a factory girl.

Chris Rogers
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MEN OF No PROPERTY
The soaring column up on Ponty Common
Honours llewod - lions - led by donkeys
In the sanguine shambles of Flanders fields,
The war to end all war.

Brave! Yet, what was their virtue?
How many of those misled heroes even asked
Why and for whom they died?
Docile, dumb, and dragooned unto death.

Dulce et decorum est pro patria mori.
Whose fatherland? Kaiser Bill's?
Kitchener, cold killer of Khartoum?
Dafydd, Llanystumdwy's lying lecher?

Their fatherland? Cymru, gwlad fy nhadau?
Dai Losin bach, you were duped. Daft!
How many inches of Wales were yours?
Not even the hallowed Cymric grave you expected.

Nameless, dismembered, dust,
Forlorn and forgotten, forsaken,
You lie, lost, in some corner of a foreign field
That is for ever... England.

Alun Hughes

THE COMING WAR
The coming war
Is not the first.
There were other wars
Before it.
When the last one was over
There were victors and vanquished.
On the losing side poor people
Went hungry. On the winning side
Poor people went hungry, too.

Per Krieg. der kommen wird
Bertolt Brecht.

Deutsche Kriegsfibe! (1938)
Translated by Alun Hughes (2008)
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ANTIFASCIST BLOOD

Why do you say, comrade,
that you're no use to anyone?
Why do you hide yourself away from the world
pondering your ideals,
alone, sad
and without hope? Don't you
know that your help would
be valuable in the hospitals,
even though your eyes are dim
and so many years have passedyou by?
Go to the wounded
and give them your blood,
give them what they need
to live and be healed.
If they shed their blood,
you must give them yours.
If sickness rages amongst them,
you've been spared illnesses.
No matter your ripe old age,
that you're deep-rooted.
And don't go back to saying
that you're no use to anyone!

Sangre antitascista Felix Paredes (Spain)
Romancero General de la Guerra de Espana 1937)

Translated by Alun Hughes
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MEDALS

Cripples,
With ribbons and crosses on your breasts,
You are heroes, today.

Cripples,
With your ribbons and your crosses on your breasts,
Tomorrow, with your bosses at your workplace,
You'll be clumsier workers,
Worse paid,
Your children will go hungry.

And, tomorrow even, if tomorrow
We tell you
That your blood, the blood you've shed, was
Merely so that your masters may rule you more harshly,
You'll wave your stumps at us.
Your crutches of glory and of pain,
Cripples, with your ribbons, and your crosses,
Who will not accept that you've suffered for nothing.

Medailles Marcel Martinet (1887-1944)
Translated by Alun Hughes,
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JUDGEMENT DAY BLUES

When I die don't wanna hear no wails or moans,
I wanna big enough coffin so I can shake my bones.
My soul will take a trip to the promised land,
I'm gonna play my harmonica in God's own band,
There'll be Hendrix and Lennon and little Keith Moon.
And a notice back of stage saying John Davies appearing soon,
I said bring on that judgement day,
I got the resurrection day blues.

Sodon't cry for me you know that's not allowed,
I'll have my blues harp and be sitting pretty on my cloud,
Gonna be laid back just do nothing all day long,
Cept maybe knock out some poetry or lyrics for a song,
George Harrison will pop around say do you fancy a jam,
I'll say thought you'd never ask come over any time man,
I said bring on that judgement day
I got the resurrection day blues.

It'll come to all someday some day my friend
When God calls out your name that's not the end
When you get to heaven come and see me feel free
I'll take you to a gig with Elvis, Otis Redding and me,
Down at the Pearly Gate Arena dead on seven o'clock,
We'll bring the place alive, we'll make the place rock,
I said bring on that judgment day,
I got the resurrection day blues.
I said bring on that judgement day
I got the resurrection day blues

John D. Davies
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STATE OF THE UNION

Today, the earth is giving a speech
on mutability and the state of the union.
Its syntax cracks the coast.

On screens across the land
freeways jump and snap
like cereal in a huge commercial.

Skyscrapers re-arrange their stories.
Cities become parks:
a thousand geysers from cracked curbs,

bears exit the bars,
cataracts through gutters,
wildftres in the ovens of the poor.

Announcers recite stresses and codes,
detailed decimals on relevant scales,
the language of fissure and fault.

Helicopters and mobile studios
scan for the best angle
on what isn't. We have a lot to say

on the hourly show.
But somewhere far beneath us,
no one is listening.

David Lloyd
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NEWS THAT STAYS NEWS

My neighbor to the left whispers
the language of commerce into microphones,
his too-familiar voice electronically disguised.
He visits on Sundays with a briefcase
and calculator. His clippers anchor
by unexplored shores where emissaries
seek paths to villages and watering-holes.
When my remote phone rings,
I always know it's him.

My neighbor to the right
bellows the language of politics
at parties, from podia.
I hear him on his back deck
on Saturdays, declaiming
the subtle scalpel, the bloody sponge.
In his theater, he operates only
on hearts and brains.

But in the hovel behind me
someone I have not met
taps out the news that's not fit to print:
each sheet an extra
he hawks on my tree-shrouded street
for cheap. He shouts "news, here's
the news," but in this neighborhood
no one comes out to buy.

David Lloyd
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PARABLE OF THE DOLLAR

A Man plucked a Dollar from his wallet, pinching and twisting it for wings, a head, beak,
tail, a belly with legs. He settled the Dollar on a cushion.

The Man smiled. He cooed. He waggled fingers in the air.

When the Dollar cried out, the Man rejoiced. He picked a ladybug from the windowsill,
dropped it into the open beak. The Dollar gulped, burped, stretched its beak
wider.

He fed it grasshoppers, slugs, caterpillars, a worm, which the Dollar bit in two, swallow-
ing the halves simultaneously.

When the Dollar had outgrown the cushion, the Man carried it to his barca lounge,
where it watched TV while being fed garter snakes and rabbits, trapped live each
morning in the back yard.

One night, the Dollar flapped to the Man's queen-size bed, draping a wing over each
edge to the floor.

The Siamese cat disappeared from her basket. The Pomeranian didn't return from chas-
ing a squirrel into a hedge. But the Dollar spoke not a word, and its talons were
spotless.

On a morning when no birds sang in the trees, the Man drank a bottle of whiskey then
lunged at his Dollar, locking arms around its bloated belly, hauling it from the bed
as if from a gigantic wallet.

And the two wrestled as one on a floor littered with bones, belching up quarts of blood,
sweating whiskey, until the Dollar broke free, sunk its talons into the Man's chest,
and dragged him screaming from the bedroom, down the stairs, out the front
door, stripping him and ripping out his vocal chords.

Mute, bloody, divested of all except what lies beneath skin, the Man shuffled down the
driveway to a road where cars hurtled past, expelling blue fumes, and bearing
due east.

David Lloyd
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CROWDING

Concentration is fragile.
What comes up troubling
comes up trumps.
Under the sky that roars,
the inverted amphitheatre
with the crowds hung down
like bats from their seats
who murmur, believe, wait,
drop gobs of interruption,
murder, populate -
you'll want a roof over your head
to think clearly.
And walls.
Solitude indoors.
Awkward misanthropy.

2

Wild geese navigate their way
by the hardwired stars
above unrolling grids of light
the length of continents.
Memory is stubborn.

3

Small birds in an urban garden
learn to speak up over traffic -
what do they need to hear about
but each other, territory, sex?
Now extra volume hereabouts
ticks her box.

4

Excellent silence
between planes.

The repeated hammering
of fine membranes.
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CROWDING
5

Foxesand cats in the gardens,
the birds decimated.
Let the misanthropy rip:
we're a brief, decisive interference.
A balanced forest
would have little humanity:
those there were
would be given a handicap,
a weight to drag
or a bell like a humiliated cat.
Ideal: a balance
of predators,
of killing, no fallacy
to see the momentary
beauty in that,
but no-one there to register -
why would you? -
how the uneaten move on.

Steve Griffiths
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TOURISTS, PORT SAID '96

Those Pound Shop pens
we threw to the kids at night
through the open windows
of the Tour bus: two score
or more - like gold, like seed
to fledglings.

What did they use them for:
those gleeful ghosts
in dark-white galabayas
pushing and shoving
frantically scrabbling
in the shadows?

Enough ink there for nearly all.
Enoughto make us
feel better about ourselves.
Enough for a Great Egyptian Novel
or a potted History of Need
written on sand.

Alan Perry
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WE EWSED T BE OOVERVILLE

Em'tiness. Them factree sheds.
The las shift leaves,
ev'ry machine stops.

We ewsed t be Ooverville,
ower washin-machines
sent all over
like rails an cannons
from them ol ironworks.

We could even afford t joke
bout Sinclair an is C5,
puttin it up in-a window
as a crazee failure.

Now, we drive away
f'r the las time
with nowhere t go :
the toy factree's gone
an we ardly make nothin.

It's all retail an ousin
in this once great town :
but 00 cun spend
an nobuddy's buildin.

All them yers, all them skills
I learned re wasted,
like my son with is degree,
signin on. Em'tiness :
the rot an rats move in
an on'y the diggers of Ffos y Fran
never ceasin like the lines
we left be'ind : the memrees
o fren's stay welded,
as joints break an the roof's collapsin.

Mike Jenkins
Notes
The Hoover factory has recently been shut in Merthyr Tydfil; for years it was the town's main
employer.
Sinclair C5 - an early electric car, built at Hoover.
Ffos y Fran - a large opencast coal site above Merthyr.
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THE END
I was watching television

When the picture went astray
And there came a strange transmission:

"The government is sad to say
That there's been a nuclear fission

In this land we love today
$0 we've made the swift decision

To leave you here and go away.
We bring this message, in our wisdom

Hours later - as you lay
Asleep we were already risen

And halfway on our holiday.
Yes, there's been a cataclysm

And yes, we would've liked to stay
But we thought the best thing isn't

To remain, and like you pay
The price that radioactivism

Will wreak in your DNA.
Take heart, dear United Kingdom

Tho of sunshine there's no ray
(Literally, for the frisson

Of the fission caused a grey
Mass to mass up, and all vision

Is, inside a fiery spray,
Lost thanks to this foul emission -

It rose just like a blown ashtray
Or a sudden apparition)

We would still like to convey
Our sorrow, and we do envision

Our return some future day.
Until then, it is our mission

Still to rule the dear UK
Tho we'll do it from a distant

Base out near the USA.
T'will be hard, but do not listen

To what cynics will convey;
It's not time now for suspicion,

But to face this sad melee
With the guts befits a Briton

Fighting in a fresh foray.
Challenges there'll be, so kiss 'em,

Embrace suffering we pray;
Do not stoop to pessimism·

It's too late now anyway.
Forgive your local politician,

Think him not a popinjay;
In such times we turn tactician

And must prevent our own decay
In order to aid your condition:

Which we'll do from this far bay.
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THE END
Be of cool, calm disposition

And try not to feel dismay
If your skin's in poor condition

With huge blotches on display.
This is fine, in your position,

And, if you have time, survey
The other people in your vision:

They're mottled in a similar way.
There might perhaps be a physician

Who, with poultice, can assay
The pain that this swift demolition

Of the skin will cause, but they
Cannot cure it; no magician

Could, so, like a flesh bouquet,
Let each bloody acquisition

Flourish in a red array.
In short, against our own volition

We left, but we did not betray
Your trust: we recommend submission,

Do not make cries of "foul play".
We have here some ammunition -

So before you speak please weigh
Up your verbal composition;

Every school, house and cafe,
Has, by a council technician,

Been fitted with a secret ray
Device, which picks up with precision

Every word; so if you sway
A little left of our petition,

We'll turn your bodies back to clay.
Now, I must make an admission -

I I am late for a soiree.
There will be a fine musician

And a freshly made souffle.
I leave you then to your new prison.

Please don't cry, you'll be okay
As long as you accept tradition:

Us to rule; you to obey.

Mab Jones
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DEMO DAY: GAZA -- THE
MARCH FOR PEACE
January 10th.
And it snows -
Soft and cold
As we short-haired hippies
Gather quietly again
Like ghosts of Christmas past.

A hundred thousand
Men, women and children -
Slowly moving across the urban
Plains of a dirty city,
Like the earthly game
Of the MaasaiMara,

Frozen grass cracking
And crunching underfoot
As each smoke-frosted breath
Fills the icy London air,

And march unarmed -
Like determined Cheyenne
To High Street Kensington,
Where the cold, uncaring Walls
Of the Israeli Embassy
Shut out both sound and sense

And us, the only remaining, visible
Peace-loving citizens of the World
Left in a forever failing state -
The other 60 million,
Care free and care less,

Too tired and too shaken
From the
Centuries of shock therapy
Inflicted by the godless, satanic
War-hungry children of imperialism.

Sowe respond to the calls,
And mean each and every forsaken
Word:

"From the river to the sea..."

" ...Palestine will be free!"

Iqbal Malik
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FAG ASH LILL

Wanna fag luv?
I've only ad one today!
Packet that is.
Well. ... ee've bin naggin me.
Non bloody stop to give up.

Ee starts in the mornin,
Nag. nag, nag,
·Andevery night ee calls me an 01bag.

Wha cun I do?
I gorra say it!
I've stuck em patches on.
Bin to therapee,
But nuthins workm'.

Ee starts in the mornin,
Nag. nag, nag,
And every night ee calls me an ol bag.

I oughta give up!
It's bad f me ealth,
And it stinks 0 course.
I feel like an outlaw.
Everyone says it's bard f me.

He starts in the mornin,
Nag. nag. nag.
And every night ee calls me an ol bag.

I really wanna stop now.
So i'm gonna try really. reallyard!
I'm gonna start by putting them patches on again!
But this time I'll stick em on my eyes!
So I can't find me bloody fags.
Sorted!

Jo Ager
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EMPIRE
(tor MoggWiliams)

We are the dead, we are the still living
We are miasma, detritus, junk
In your culture, disease in your veins
We are numb, we are hollow
We are voiceless, inhuman, sick
We are barcode, commodity, council home
We are dust; we pour through empty holes
We are broken streets; we are sodium flaring yellow
We are desire, despair; we hate, hate, hate
We are broken minds, the last in line
We are loneliness, and pain
We are strain, on top of strain

We are downtown apokalypso
We are sin, we are sorrow
We are fear of tomorrow
We are the violence, the silence, the jobless hordes
We are city asylums
The clouds menacing the horizon.
We are poverty traps, and lottery tax
We are winter fields, and rotting leaves
We are trees lashed by rain
We are government lies
The digitized and sanitized
We are flesh torn from bone

We've got no control, we've lost the power
We are dead, forever, ending

John Evans
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BACK IN
Dave's back in - it's
a revolving door
spun fast, and he's only
19, looking thinner.
I say, "You're looking thinner Dave!"
and he glances round at his mates,
who are all fuckin skinny
long-legs thrown over plastic chairs,
trainers and tee-shirts,
shaved heads, Dave's
polite enough (was about
to brutalise Calvano with this tongue:
he's mental! - piss-beoiit »

cuts all over his fuckin bellyl)
but catches himself - 15he with you Gray?
Yeh. And he braces himself to the window.
I thought I was lookin' at 6 this time,
but I got away with 2, I'm happy with that.
He's happy with that? At age 19?
He's been in here on and off,
since he was a juvenile.
He's strong in here, he's fly,
as Darren says, He's a erim at the end of the day, Gray,
meaning: he knows how to deal with his prison,
a life that he can be faster in, strong in.
I phoned for a job, and the guy saysyes, come over,
but when I went, the cunt wasn't there,
he must have heard something.

They scurry across the yard at moves
rushed up against the wind,
in tee-shirts, sports pants, trainers;
the poor young men from broken houses,
from a broken class,
who've been binned for taking the obvious option:
to beat him up
because he's a cunt,
to do a burgle,
to smoke some crack
because it's cold,
because we was down the park
and we was tampin,
because it's Friday and what the fuck?
Becausemy mother was on the fuckin floor.

Graham Hartill
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MONOGLOT
Ni allaf ddeall beth ddywedaf.
Geirian di-ystyr yw rhain imi.
Gwadwyd yr iaith hon imi

cyn fy ngenedigaeth.

Fe'i gwadwyd i fy mam.
Gorfodwydd i ufuddhau gorchmynion

na ddeallodd.

Ni chaniatawyd i'r gorchfygedig siarad
mewn iaith na ddeallodd y gorchfygwyr;
fe allent fod yn cynllwynio.
Felly fe'i rhwystrwyd.
a fe ddysgodd y darostyngion iaith

eu meistriaid.

Felly nawr,
er imi ddefnyddio'r geiriau,
maent yn golygu dim imi -
dim ond hiraeth.

Wrth i fy nhafod chwyddo a chan,
Llenwir fy nghalon a than. I can't understand what I'm saying.

These words are meaningless to me.
This language was denied to me

before I was born.

It was denied to my mother.
She was forced to obey orders

she didn't understand.

The conquered were not allowed to speak
in voices the conquerors could not comprehend;
they might be plotting.
So it was prevented
and the subjugated learnt the speech

of their masters.

So now,
even though I use the words,
they mean nothing to me -
except emotion.

As my tongue swells with song,
My heart fills with fire.

Translation by Geoffrey Fisher and Elizabeth and Leah Rees
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THERE'S AN UPTURN A-COMIN

Woolworths has gone,
there's a hole in the high street,
nobody knows

where to meet anymore.

The cars are all old now,
rusting and stuttering,
on their last wheels

they chug into the night.

Woolworths has gone,
the ghost-staff are wandering,
trying to sell you

things they ain' t got.

The cars are all old now,
no one makes new ones.
Look at the trees

growing through the roads.

But don't worry cos
There's an upturn a-comin
everyone says so,
an upturn a-comin
to sort out our woes.

But don't worry cos
There's an upturn a-comin
everyone says so,
an upturn a-comin
to sort out our woes.

You can't get credit
although it's everyone's right,
that's how the world turns,

that's what they say.

How do they know that?
Why is it certain?
He said:

"No more bust after boom" ...!

You can't get credit
for the roof above you
or the walls around you

or the floor you walk on.

There's no upturn a-cormn.
This is what we've got now.
There are too many people.
I tell you:

We're Doomed!!!!!!!!!
But don't worry cos

There's an upturn a-comin
everyone says so,
an upturn a-comin
to sort out our woes.

I look at the lamp-posts
as I walk the dead streets
expecting to see

the bankers a-hangin.

Chris Williams

I look at the lamp-posts
all switched off,
no bankers a-hangin,

no justice at all.

But don't worry cos
There's an upturn a-comin
everyone says so,
an upturn a-comin
to sort out our woes.
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MYNYDD Du, SUNBURST
In the fresh light of a mid
afternoon in Spring the hill
took on the hue almost of butter
milk. I suckled the view
like a baby awake, drew the
taste of the landscape through
pursed lips, to my dry tongue.

The cracked black bracken was
rough, rasped the back of my
throat as if I were swallowing
goose down. The evergreen
trees in perspective were up
to my knees where, in two months
the bracken would be.

I pinched a snuff ball of
moss, squeezed its liquid free
from my fingers. Juice fell
to the hill, though still blind
to the milk it escaped me.
Touching the tablet of sponge to
my lips, I tasted the moss; its
bitter sweet dampness made me
lick like a new lamb the poison.

If a cloud rubbed a dumb
thumb of blackness over the hill
I'd see through the milk; capture
the darkness of undergrowth
in an instant. Should the low sun
reappear from a blanket I'd
push on, losing the height
and Olympian viewpoint. Low
at the valley floor, I turned
and saw that, behind me, the
hill was brown with black green
freckles; star charts of dead
stuff. I imagined it as my shell.

John Gimblett
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BILL
Petit $0((0, Tangier.

I went from a worn corner
table at a cafe on the small

square in Tangier to a hovel of a
hotel
shown me by a friendly

old
man

I went from the table where I
sat with a native of the
sloped city

sipping mint tea, smoking a stick
of greenery watching old

men hunched with bags of
spinach falling like rabbit ears
from their cloth bags

We watched the small square
and its crossings (quick steps
on the kerb stones)

The tea was sweet and thick
with a cosmos of green leaves

peppery, hot from the
tannins shot through
with the cells of sugar

he had dancing in the mixture

We crossed to the hovel where the
man with the smile
and the grass asked

me did I want to see Bill's room?

The cell was plain, bare
but much changed (though he
swore it wasn't)

with a small bed and
little
else
in there.

John Gimblett
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WAR

New rifles are growing out of the ground,
Petalled with bullets as bright as one's blood;

And hand-grenades are hanging on the trees,
Strange fruit sweating with the need to explode.

Armoured tanks are squatting like frogs in the fields,
Camouflaged with webs of unreal leaves.

Black jets, like huge birds, are scratching the sky,
Unnerving the stars and the broken moon

The river is weeping beyond the town,
For death will soon wake the sleeping children.
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HAY ON WYE, 30.5.06

We stood, a row of sold

poets, holding white roses.

I could see little but the

fruit of light emanating from

the back of the space.

We all stood on a flat

case to deliver our words,

a nursery of Welsh wordsmiths

straining to reach the mikes.

John Gimblett
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DON'T BANK ON IT
I dreamt that I went to the bank last night
to draw out some money
from the cash till outside.
The bank was closed but
as I pressed the buttons
a tremor rocked the building
and cracks appeared in the wall.

I only asked for my account statement
but the whole ornate stone edifice shook
as the print out was delivered
and showed that I was in debt
serious debt, a trillion pounds, in fact,
the noughts ran so fast
that the statement ran out of paper
and the bank shook from within.

I know I overdo it at times,
spend money I have not got
to buy things I do not need,
but a million million pounds?
So I looked at it again and saw
that it was not my account
but the bank's balance,
the noughts a deep blood red.
I felt the ground move beneath me
as the earthquake of debts
destroyed the financial facade.
All that we assumedwas secure
was not worth the paper
it was written on.

Then I woke up to the fact
that I was in a nightmare
as the cracks revealed
dark hidden parasites,
maggots in suits
consuming the money.
I recoiled as the smell
of rotting flesh hit me,
of people who had killed themselves
because they were in debt
and their lost despair,
broke out and screamed.

I was left shaken in the ruins,
holding a piece of paper
wondering what it meant.
The men in the City
had gambled on the poor
and when they lost
we ended up paying again
to stinking corrupt institutions
called banks. Tim Richards
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AN IRONIC SONNET

Shall I write this as in Shakespeare'sdays?

These times of ours are much more temperate.

How are they better? Let me count the ways.

Five centuries have passedsince that far date.

There are no homeless beggars to passby;

all have the very best of foods to eat.

To walk is safe, day and night, far and nigh;

you see no daggers drawn upon the street.

The wealth of the world is now shared by all;

no more the idle rich and hopeless poor.

No more the hovel or the mansion hall;

no more marble or earth upon the floor.

So long we reckon lives by earthly fee,

So long our lives like this will always be.

Raymond Humphreys
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A LOCAL PRODUCTION
OF MACBETH

The family all said it (Granny Scott
always said it, and Grandma Heath),

Look at him frowning. That scowl. Fine bay.

He '/I be Prime Minister some day.

First voted to the Council on the probity ticket

(some shadowy rumours about integrity

just mildly clouding his opponent's name),
he quickly moved to boards and bonuses.

He pressed for a by-pass, supermarkets
(several), re-staffing at County Hall,
worked closely with developers (the nick-
name 'Billy Backhand' surely undeserved).
It has to be said, he disliked opposition,
helped sack, at various times, two union
leaders and a committee clerk. But

it was Billy, brow clamped firmly
in that famous frown, who stood

for principle, bloody, bold and resolute.
Who listens to ill-natured gossip anyway?

Robert Nisbet
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FLANDERS CROSSES IN A
WELSH CHURCHYARD

Beyond the churchyard corner
three crosses, white and sudden,
stark against the night.
Close up, the paint is pitted,
peeled to show dark wounds
beneath the surface.

Somehow decay is fitting.
Such death is never white.
Black, dark grey perhaps,
an ending cloaked by filth,
it screams of bloated bodies
raw with retribution,
sprawling under strands
of rust· ribbed wire.

White crosses point and dip,
accusing fingers
in the darkness.
And even here, within this cool,
safe valley,
their terror clings.

Do not forget it
but never paint it black.

Phil Carradice
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UNCLE JACK
He was always Uncle Jack -
not a real relative,
just someone from the street,
the man who kept the corner shop.

And there he lorded it
behind glass counters,
king of all he knew -
this earthly paradise,
this dim-lit grotto,
this vast Aladdin's cave;
where tins of beans and bacon hocks
and boxes of Smith's Crisps
jostled at our senses;
where fridges hummed like dynamos;
where Uncle Jack stood stuttering
and bird-like, smelling
of cheese and cigarettes.

Like all of his profession
he kept a book, his slate,
compiling it laboriously,
collecting later in the week
when payday pennies jangled
in the women's purses.

We called there every day
for Lucky Bagsand WagonWheels,
our noses pressed against the counter,
gasping, gawping like goldfish in a bowl.

The shop's long gone, the man's
been dead these thirty years.
Now Supermarkets own his trade.

And someday soon
no-one will remember
men like Uncle Jack;
his shop and others like it
consigned to memory
and Folk Museums.

And to sentimental poems
dreaming of a time
and a community long gone.

Phil Carradice
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ON THE DEATH OF
GORDON BROWN
Gordon is dead. It happens to us all.
Today it was great Gordon's turn to fall.
Fate's bony finger pointed at him, curled
And motioned for him to depart this world.

As to which face he will be buried in,
The 'Living-Death-Mask' or 'Infectious Grin',
Is not yet known but go he must to earth,
Received as Janus-gloom or Janus-mirth
And lose he must incontinent applause
When preaching priceless, hopeless, endless wars
To Party stayers-in, alive but stiff,
Who knew emetic from aperitif
But drank the sickening, fermenting crap
And rose in unison to autoclap.

He will be missed. His puffed-up name belied
A juggler with a painted face who tried
Another twenty eggs. Encore! Encore!-
Two held in safe hands, eighteen on the floor.

He will be missed. Big head, big chest, big lungs,
Sic transit sick, big man who spoke in tongues:
Deep, calm, reassuring, Gordon gentle;
Wild, unmedicated, Gordon mental.

And so, tortured by nightmares in his bed,
An international errorist lies dead
But 'Values', 'Moral Compass' - bones, re-fleshed,
Rechargedwith rightful meaning, rise, refreshed.

Geoffrey Mason
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SHOCKS TO THE SYSTEM

can arise from most amazing things
e.g Ruskinwhose
marriage was destroyed by pubic hair
(his bride's of course).
The sight of it
bushing the part of her that he'd imagined
would be as smooth and classical
as any in the paintings he admired
upset him so he simply could not face her.
Poor Mrs R. To be rejected thus
for false aestheticism is appalling.
Likewise (in kind if not degree)
the shock administered to H Macmillan
by young Pres Kennedy who told him
that if he went three days without a fuck
he had a headache. Supermac
(whose wife was being regularly shagged
by Robert B, Conservative MP)
could only gravely nod
and turn the conversation to
the price of butter.
What else?The shock
of Galileo to the Pope of Rome?
A fine affair I know
to find the sun that always warmed
the Vatican did not go round the earth
as in all decency it should
but stood quite still
while Earth paid its respects
by driving people dizzy.

Herbert Williams
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ATOMS FOR PEACE

Cyclotron

Fire of the bomb caught in a thought,
grate of a home hearth,
the smaller mushroom cloud,
breathing its garlic fume of fractured atoms.
But slowly, sleepily, the machine, lies low,
heavy-loined like the big cat,

patient to maul.
No one pictures Hiroshima's cloud,
spreading like cream in coffee,
on a world where thousands cover their eyes,
yet see through their own bones.

Michael Arnold Williams
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AN OLO HANO
He smelled of sweat and sweet pit-coal, and I wanted to ignore him. I wanted to stare into the

night, through the winter window, and pretend. But the whole of the limb, the arm nearest me
just wouldn't keep still. It writhed and it rested, and just when I thought it slept, rose again,
and reached out like a jealous swan.

I thought of its fingers, approaching my thigh, reaching the clear, milk skin, finding a trouser

end. I imagined them ascending, as far as the hanging parts, closing in roughly on the sac,

whose purpose I'd scarcely yet divined. I couldn't move; I'd stopped breathing. I'd broken into
a sweat. I could see in the window pane, my face was white.

It's only the old hand, he said to me, kindly. He goes by himself, d'you see. There he goes
now. And indeed, from the elbow, the limb reared up, clambering across his lap like a wild-

thing, its blind fingers working like jaws snapping, in a kind of spite, then twitching to rest
again. He smiled; the bus lurched on.

A long time ago, before you were born, he began, there was a terrible war. Not this war, no.
Another old war, at a place they called Gallipoli. They blew me up, you see, right up into the
air. He looked at the ceiling of the bus, and picked out a trajectory there, on the steel, so I
saw him flying. My arm was like this after, he said,
holding out the hand. And suddenly I had a vision of the arm without its skin, looking like the
un-cooked meat in the window of a butcher's shop, and I thought, what if that started to
twitch; if beef got its fur again? Would the hooves come back? Would a carcass gallop tail-less,

headless, missing its hot internal parts, but nodding, like a rocking horse?

I saw the hand, vermilion, its owner smiling, as if he knew the colour of my thoughts, as if this
all had happened, many, many times; the rush of the shell approaching, an explosion, he high
in the sky, looking out over the Sea of Marmora, then falling, falling, his flayed flesh landing, a
broken heap, next to a frightened child.

Michael Arnold Williams
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THE SHEEP THAT SAFELY
GRAZED

They are knocking down the factories one by one
To construct new apartments for everyone
When all the plants are flattened
When every line is stilled
Who will make the bricks
That the builders need to build?
They are grubbing up the green belt field by field
For new towns and shopping mails
Mammon unconcealed
When all the trees are bulldozed
When every hedge is razed
Which shopper will remember
The sheep that safely grazed?

David C Johnson
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ENLISTMENT DRIVE (1996)
In Cardiff castle
on an Autumn day
a salute is fired
to the glory
of the gallant Welsh,
who are needed now:
Oh, Christ! the same old story.

See boys!

they've closed the mines
and cut our dole,
and now they come - all smarmy -
to tell us again
that we brave lads
are needed in England's army.

Now look here chaps!

we pulled you from those holes,
because we don't need the coals,
but we'll kit-out each man
and fill his belly:
and if you should doubt what recruitment's about,
then, watch the last night
of the proms - on English telly.

Terry Hetherington
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DAY OF THE PADDY

Late 1950s, social revolution
building a dream, housesfor all.

Earning a living pushing barrows,
digging trenches in that haphazard

way of the Welsh navvy.
Proud of my young strength,

my staying power.
Spring morning, twelve men

swagger onto the site
the dipped shoulder, the gimp,

announcing Kilkenny, Connemara,
and Cork.

Contracted for mains trenches
needed quickly.

Why use them? We could do it.
Bastards, taking our work.

Aloof, they ignore our mutterings,
no need for words:

twelve men, one great arm,
unfaltering rhythm.

Sweating backs, sinuous muscle
tearing it out four feet deep,

five hours without pause,
almost at walking pace.

One o'clock break, great hunks of meat
fried on shovels

over a spitting fire,
a loaf per man torn apart.

We watching now, inadequate,
as we open our small

neat packs of sandwiches.

Terry Hetherington
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TERRY HETHERINGTON
(1935-2007)

Terry Hetherington was born in Neath, the fifth of eight children, to an Irish father and a
Welsh mother. His father was a jobbing carpenter who, because of his gift for maths was
taken on in the local college as a lecturer.
He left the family home when Terry was in his teens, but had instilled in Terry a love of

Irish poetry and folk heroes. His father eventually found him a job in the Post Office but
Terry left soon after his death and, by his own account, joined the Foreign Legion.
He was later to regret this, from an ideological and humanitarian standpoint and rarely

spoke about it, except to a few trusted friends.
His autobiographical and starkly realistic story 'Chevel' recounts a young man's capture

and wounding at the Battle of Dien Bien Phu in lndo-China in the early 50's, his incarcera-
tion, indoctrination and eventual repatriation - one of only 3,000 survivors from an origi-
nal force of over 15,000 men.
Whilst semi-comatose in the prison camp, the young Legionnaire hallucinates about jour-

neying back to his home town of Neath and boarding a stationary bus. The bus is jam-
packed with miners squashed together on wooden seats: '... The colliers staring straight
ahead, their blackened faces ominous, rise seat by seat, stand to attention and howl. He
stands rigidly with them, howls with them, before fleeing from the bus. Passers-by join
him, cry with him, echo his bellowed obscenities, hemming him in ring by ring when his
uncontrollable laughter begins ... ' These kinds of nightmare were to plague Terry for years
to come. In his poem Indochinois, written when Terry was in his sixties, the young
Legionnaire questions his presence in this poor and ravaged country: 'Why is he here? /lt's
not his war./The Welshman's wars/Ended with Llewellyn the last. ..'

For much of his life, Terry worked as a miner, steelworker, navvy and builder until ill-health
and injury forced him into early retirement and he was able to devote himself fully to writ-
ing.
His first collection of verse, 'The Undiminished'did not appear until the late nineties, by

which time he had already won many admirers and was popular at readings up and down
the country. The book was highly praised for its unashamedly passionate lyricism, its wry,
self-effacing humour and its ability to combine and contrast the modern world of
microchip and nuclear bomb with an older, 'undiminished' world of wind-shaped oaks,
standing stones and rivers named after Celtic Gods.
This book and the 2007 booklet 'Chevel', as well as containing anti-war writings, also fea-

tured several very moving poems inspired by the death of his wife Rita, whom he had
devotedly nursed through the final stages of motor neurone disease and about Aida, his
partner for the last 20 years of his life.
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Terry was something of a man-of-mystery who, in his own words, didn't like everyone
knowing everything about him. He would sometimes tell different stories to different peo-
ple.
When his son Paul was in Junior School, his teacher asked the class to go home and find

out what their father did for an occupation. Paul returned the following day and told his
teacher that his father was 'a Viking'. 'Then he must be very old and very brave!' the
teacher replied.
Terry was, indeed, many things to many people: Poet, Paganist, Druid, Labourer, Artisan,

Teacher, Carer, Legionnaire and Viking but in his sensibilities and love of things ancient,
he was very 'old' and in his ability to suffer pain and hardship - his own as well as others'
- he was most certainly brave.

Terry always considered himself lucky to have been born into the dose-knit, hard-working
but fun-loving community of Melincryddan in Neath. Then, it was a place full of larger-
than-life characters, where everyone seemed to know and look-out-for everyone else. His
stories and poems about it overflow with humanity and humour. His large family were poor.

In one story a mysterious woman arrives unannounced on their doorstep one White
Christmas morning to deliver a goose and just as suddenly disappear, leaving no footsteps
in the snow. In 'New Years Eve 1985', a poem written shortly after Rita's death, Terry
arrives home drunk and despondent from the Farmers Arms, expecting to spend another
evening alone. He turns the key in the lock and suddenly finds himself:

'... the vortex
of a whirlwind of noise, hands
grasp and grab, dragging me
to gathering of neighbours.
The place heaves: paper hats,
streamers, tinsel. It's not
my scene, yet I am touched
by their simple faith in tomorrow.
The men jump and jostle, put
drink in my grasp, and the
smiles from the women show
such relief now that I have come.
My cynicism wavers, and shrinks.
The women come forward and lead
me to strangers: "Here he is,"
they say: "Terry the poet - our Terry,"
And I sink without sound in
the warmth of my people."
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CONTRIBUTORS
Phil Carradice is a poet, novelist and historian. His most recent book is the novel 'The Black
Chair' ( Gomer). He presents the BBChistory programme 'The PastMaster'.

Dave Lewis is an IT and Photography lecturer from Pontypridd. He's organiser of the interne-
tional Welsh Poetry Comp. His first collection is 'Layer Cake. More on www.david·lewis.co.uk

Herbert Williams has been on the poetry scene since the 1960s. Phil Carradice's biography of
him for the Writers of Wales series is due out from the University of Wales Pressin 2010.

Michael Arnold Williams is a scientist by profession, who was nominated for the Forward prize
for best poem in 2006. He currently lives in Chepstow and Brussels.

Raymond Humphreys is widely published in various forms .See his excellent website
www.benybont.co.uk

Jo Ager is making her debut in this issue. A student at the Univ. of Glamorgan, where she
studies Creative Writing.

John D. Davies - one of the very best performers around today. A Red Poetsstalwart through
the years.

Chris Rogers - making his first appearance in Red Poets, after attending Lastyear's Launchat
Blackwood.

Alun Hughes - former Communist Party and trade union activist. Poet and translator from
many different languages.

Terry Hetherington - died August 2007. These poems are from his book 'The Undiminished'
(SwanseaPoetry workshop). Two issuesof 'Cheval' have been produced, a magazine devoted to
his life and work.

Phi! Knight - active in the far Left since his teens. Native of Neath and a tremendous per-
former of his work.

Robert Nisbet - short story writer more recently trying his hand at poetry. His latest book is
'Downtrain' (Parthian).

David Johnson - radio playwright and multi-slam winner. Latest collection 'Bombazine'
(Paralalia, '08).

Tim Richards - law lecturer at Coleg Glan Hafren and contributor to 'Private Eye'.

David Lloyd - Professor of Creative Writing at LeMoyne College, Syracuse, USA.Latest work is a
collection of fiction - 'Boys'.

Steve Griffiths - originally from Ynys Mon, his latest collection is his first for 15 years, 'An
Elusive State' (Cinnamon Press).

Geoffrey Mason - a complete enigma ( with, or without variations).
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CONTRIBUTORS
Mab Jones - Cardiffian and performance poet, who recently represented Wales at the
Smithsonian Festival in the USA.

Chris Williams - librarian who hails from the Rhondda, but lives in Bridgend. One of the best
performers around and a Red Poets regular.

Alun Rees - award-winning former Western Mail sports journalist, whose book of poems
'Yesterday's Tomorrow' ( Y Lolfa) is a must-read for anyone interested in passionate political
poetry.

Jem Langworthy - another debutant in this issue. This is also the first time he's been pub-
lished. Lives in Monmouthshire. Works as a freelance copy editor.

Gwion Iqbal Malik - born in London. Lives in Swanseaand works in Cardiff as a probation offi-
cer. East African Asian father and Welsh mother.

Alan Perry - poet, artist and story-writer. His latest book is 'Uturns' ( Moonstone Press). His
new and selected poems' Daysof the Comet' is essential reading.

John Evans is a Pontypridd-born writer, teacher and cultural and environmental activist.
Currently carrying out classesand workshops for Academi and Cardiff University, a long await-
ed new collection of his poetry and prose will be published later this year.
www.johnevans.org.uk

Peter Thabit Jones - poet and children's writer, who has been translated all over the world.
He has read and been published more in the States than in his native Wales. Get hold of his
great book 'The Lizard Catchers'.

Jackie Cornwall - just finished working in Mexico. Playwright and also poet. A number of her
plays have been produced in Wales.

Jacqueline Jones is an artist, poet and electronic composer. She founded the Cardiff stuckists
group in 2004 and her music has had many plays on Radio Wales. She lives with her cat
Maushkain Porth. Her poetry has appeared in several anthologies in the Uk.

Bertolt Brecht - one of the greatest playwrights of all time, who also wrote a great deal of
poetry. A lifelong and committed Marxist from Augsburg in Germany; among his famous plays is
'Life of Galileo'.

Marcel Martinet - socialist novelist and poet who opposed all wars. His great anti-war novel is
'La Maison a l'Abri'.

Felix Paredes is a contemporary Chilean poet and Marxist.

Mike Jenkins - his latest book is a novel set in the Valleys, 'The Fugitive Three' (Cinnamon
Press).Website www.mikejenkins.net
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JOIN RED POETS
Submit your poems to info@redpoets.org or write to Mike
Jenkins, 26 Andrew's Close, Heolgerrig, Merthyr Tudful.

Join the Red Poets collective for just £7 and receive the
next copy of Red Poets free - send cheques to "Red Poets",
c/o 7 Stryt Gerallt, Wrecsam, LL11 1EH.

Back copies are available via www.redpoets.org, which is
building up an archive of the previously published poems.

Red Poets acknowledge the support of the Welsh Books
Council in producing this magazine.
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